
Non-disclosure Agreements

Find out more: ecmcadmin@cancer.org.uk
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The Experimental Cancer

Medicine Centre network
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based in Cancer Research

UK

The Network is funded by

Cancer Research UK, and

the Department of Health

(inc. devolved nations)
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o Covers sharing of information (trial or

otherwise) for a five-year timeframe.

o Any new trial or discussion in that timeframe

only requires the Sponsor to sign a Project

Discussion notice.

o The PD notice is then shared with all parties

as a reminder that the project/topic is covered

by the Master NDA.

.

o Covers sharing of information related to

the detailed project only – usually a clinical

trial.

o Should there be a requirement to share

information about another trial at a future

date, we would ask all signatories to sign a

new NDA.

The Network NDA has been pre approved by all

centres and when accepted in its unmodified form,

sites complete signing in 10 days.

Both the Adult and Paediatric ECMC non-disclosure

agreements are signed by a centre NHS trust, university

and the sponsor. The NDA enables sharing of confidential

trial details to solicit expressions of interest and site

capability/capacity information and expressions of interest to

support placement of trials. This supports placement of trials

and faster study set up in the UK.

To enable early feasibility discussions for clinical trials

and to facilitate academic research discussions, the

network developed a network wide standard NDA

template.


